
Duhabi Home:

Solar system

Objectives: Installed low range solar system 

Feature: This solar system is able to generate power for 6-7 CFL bulbs 

Benefit: Extra power supply in home that help children and staffs to work during load shedding 
time

Proposed total cost: Rs. 25000

Red oxide painting 

Objectives: Painting in the iron bars at the right side of home beyond pond line

Benefit: It saves the iron bar from corrosion 

Proposed total cost: Rs. 20000

Printer machine

Objectives: Buying canon printer for office use

Benefit: saves time and budget as well. It is more economy than printing in market 

Proposed total cost: Rs. 18000

Vocational training

Objectives: vocational training after SLC

Benefit: enhance skills and knowledge of children and train and prepare them for job 

Proposed total cost: Rs. 20000 annually 



Dipendra School  :

New painting 

Objectives: painting in doors, windows, iron grill of classroom, office, kitchen etc

Benefit: paint helps long last wooden and iron objects. 

Proposed total cost: Rs. 100000

Iron grills

Objectives: Iron grills for windows

Benefit: control people easily entering into classroom via windows in off school days and stops 
making mess over the classroom

Proposed total cost: Rs. 40000

Garbage and recycle bins

Objectives: installation of garbage and recycle bins

Benefit: keep school environment clean and healthy, develop the concept of recycle and non-
recycle wastage for the knowledge of children and healthy environment

Proposed total cost: Rs. 20000

Montessori training:

Objectives: offering teacher a Montessori training

Benefit: 

 Increase in quality education while children learns by acting and playing

 Motivating/ fascinating parents and children leads the increase in number of children

 Appropriate management of educational/ playing items

 Highlights school in local and district level



Proposed total cost:

Basic Montessori training fee (for 1 person) 40000
Educational/ playing items from training 30000

TOTAL 70000

Football jersey set:

Objectives: offering children football jersey and boot

Benefits:

 Physical development of children

 Increase the discipline among the children

 Increase the congenial relation among children, if team is divided well

 Increase team work and controls bully

 Organized playing may produce an excellent player as well as good team in further days

WHY football jersey and boot?

 For safety of children 

 Attract and motivate children to take part

 Parents will be pleased and become positive as their children get particular stuffs

 Children and parents from other society will be stimulated  

Proposed total cost: (for 2 teams, 44 children, girls+ boys)

Particulars Amount 
Jersey with half pants   44 children @ 800 35200
Football boot                 44 children @ 600 26400

TOTAL 61600


